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May in Salzburg
The program is now set for our conference in Salzburg, 26–29 May (see pp. 13–14), and
abstracts of the papers to be presented can be read on the MSA website. The conference registration form is available on the SECM website. Regular members of MSA
and SECM can pay an “early bird” fee of $125, while students and other concessions pay
$100 by April 30. After May 1, regular members will pay $150, and student/concessions
pay $125. The registration fees cover the following costs: admission to the two Mozart
Museums in Salzburg, tickets to the opening concert and reception, bus fare from Salzburg to Munich with admission to Nymphenburg and the Cuvilliés Theater. Other
transportation, lodging, and meals are on your own. Students are encouraged to apply
to SECM for the Sterling E. Murray Award for Student Travel by April 15 for potential
travel subsidies.
Recommendations for hotels in Salzburg are posted on the MSA website, and participants are encouraged to look for refundable accommodations and transportation
if possible. There might be cheaper or more frequent flight options to Munich International Airport, with a train to Salzburg, but this is variable. Also, participants are
advised to check local and international restrictions due to the ongoing pandemic.
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News of Members
Sylvia Berry (fortepiano and harpsichord) has returned to
live performances; her upcoming concerts (May 2022) will
include Mozart’s Piano Concerto in D minor K. 466 with the
Bach Collegium San Diego.
Adem Merter Birson’s article “Using Turkish Aksak
Rhythms to Teach Asymmetrical Meter” has been published
in Engaging Students: Essays in Music Pedagogy.
Karl Böhmer has published on Academia.edu a series of
pathbreaking articles on opera seria in Italy in the 1780s, with
special emphasis on the singers who created roles in Mozart’s
late operas, including “Opera seria in Reggio as a Foretaste
of Revolution: The Impresario Franceschetti, Bedini and
the Carnival Season of 1791” and “Mozart’s Pathetic Prima
Donna: Adriana Ferrarese del Bene.”
Paul Corneilson received a friendly mention in the New
York Times (18 January 2022) in David Allen’s interview with
the pianist Marc-André Hamelin.
Dorothea Link has received a publication subvention
from the American Musicological Society for her forthcoming book The Italian Opera Singers in Mozart’s Vienna.
As part of the Zoom series Encounters with Eighteenth-Century Music organized jointly by the Society for
Eighteenth-Century Music and MSA, on 7 March 2022 Alyson McLamore and Adeline Mueller presented “Spinning
Songs and Sibling Harmonies: A Conversation on Mozart
and the Mediation of Childhood.”
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Johann Adolf Rosmaesler, title-page engraving for the third volume
of Unterhaltungen für Kinder und Kinderfreunde (Leipzig, 1780),
from Adeline Mueller’s new book, Mozart and the Mediation of
Childhood, reviewed below.

Adeline Mueller’s review of Child Composers in the Old
Conservatories: How Orphans Became Elite Musicians by
Robert O. Gjerdingen recently appeared in Eighteenth-Century Music. Her article “Roses Strewn Upon the Path: Rehearsing Familial Devotion in Late Eighteenth-Century German Songs for Parents and Children” appeared in a special
Research Topic of Frontiers in Communication: Culture and
Communication.
Janet Page’s edition of Beglückte Verbundtnüß des Adels
mit der Tugend, a Sittenspiel (moral play) for the Augustinian
Convent of St. Laurenz, Vienna, 1688, has been published by
A-R Editions.
John Platoff has started an entertaining and insightful
YouTube channel, “Professor Platoff,” beginning with “Six
Reasons to Love Mozart’s Piano Concerto in C, K. 467.”
The second edition of Daniel Freeman’s book Mozart in
Prague came out in 2021. He marked the publication with a
series of lectures, via Zoom, for the Friends of the Saint Paul
Chamber Orchestra.
On 18 February 2022 John A. Rice gave a talk, “The Minor-Major: Schema Theory, Phrase Structure, and Musical
Form,” at the University of Cincinnati College-Conservatory
of Music, as part of its “Thinking about Music” series.
Uri B. Rom asks “Who Composed K. 626b/16, and Why
Would Mozart Write It Down?” in an article published in
2021 in Music Theory & Analysis: International Journal of the
Dutch-Flemish Society for Music Theory.

Franz Xaver Niemetschek and the Mozart
Circle in Early 1794: Previously Overlooked
Documents
Martin Nedbal
Although he wrote a famous early Mozart biography, Franz
Xaver Niemetschek remains an enigmatic figure. Scholars
have debated whether he knew Mozart personally and for
how long he took care of Mozart’s older son Karl after the
composer’s death. In a letter to Breitkopf und Härtel from
1799 that is now lost, he supposedly claimed to have briefly
met the composer during his final visit to Prague.1 But as
Walter Brauneis has shown, Niemetschek resettled in Prague
only in 1793 after spending several years as a teacher in Plzeň
(Pilsen).2 Moreover, in a fragment of a memoir about his wife
Therese, née Schnell, which he started writing after her death
in 1828, he did not discuss any personal interactions with the
composer and only mentioned that Therese, a sought-after
hatmaker, and her mother had met Mozart through Josepha
Duschek.3 There are also contradictory reports about Niemetschek’s care of Karl Mozart. In two letters to Breitkopf und
Härtel, now lost, Niemetschek wrote that Karl stayed with
him for “three full years” and “for more than three years.”4
Karl himself wrote in 1856, however, that he lived in Prague
from 1792 until 1797.5
Konstanze and Karl Mozart likely came to Prague together
with Franz Xaver Süßmayr in early 1794, and on February 7,
1794, Konstanze took Karl to a commemorative concert of
Mozart’s works.6 The rest of the visit is documented in two
sources that Mozart scholars have previously overlooked.
Both Süßmayr and Niemetschek participated in the celebration of Emperor Franz II’s birthday at the Prague University
on February 12, 1794, for which Süßmayr set to music a patriotic poem by Niemetschek.7 The first document is related
to the emperor’s birthday celebration: the third volume of a
collection of patriotic essays titled Für Böhmen von Böhmen.8
The second document pertains to events that occurred just
a few weeks after the celebration: a letter, currently in the
Staatsbibliothek in Berlin, that Niemetschek wrote to Therese
Schnell in April 1794 from Sadská, his hometown in central
Bohemia.9 The letter was first mentioned by Brauneis in
1993,10 but it contains such interesting insights into Niemetschek’s contacts with the Mozart circle that a transcription
and translation are provided in appendix 1. One more relatively unknown source from 1794 documents Niemetschek’s
views on Bohemian history and culture during his first year
in Prague: the essay “Aspects of the History of Sciences and
Taste in Bohemia” (“Züge aus der Geschichte der Wissenschaften und des Geschmackes in Böhmen”), originally writ-

ten in 1794 and published in the patriotic journal Libussa in
1804.11
The first essay Niemetschek wrote for the third volume
of Für Böhmen von Böhmen is a description of the festivities
celebrating Emperor Franz’s birthday on February 12, 1794:
“The Birthday Celebration of Emperor Franz II on Feb. 12,
1794. (With the Song). By Niemetschek.” (“Die Geburtsfeier
K. Franz II. am 12. Horn. 1794. [Mit der Melodie.] Von Niemetschek.”)12 The article prefigures the patriotic aspects of
Niemetschek’s 1798 Mozart biography. Niemetschek opens
by discussing the link between Bohemian patriotism and the
adoration of Franz II:
As a crown prince, Franz II was already enthusiastically
worshipped and loved by the Bohemians; they viewed
him as a pupil and a mirror image of [Emperor] Joseph.
Now, he is our king, our father! We have what we hoped
for to the fullest extent; we delight in his mild scepter that
protects nations! . . . Foreign lands can see how faithfully
Bohemia is attached to its monarch—and how sincerely a
happy nation perceives and recognizes the advantages and
value of the regent.
Schon als Kronprinz ward Franz II. von den Böhmen enthusiastisch verehrt und geliebt; denn sie sahen in ihm
den Zögling und das Ebenbild Josephs. Jetzt ist er unser
König, unser Vater! Wir haben im vollen Maaße das, was
wir hofften; wir freuen uns seinem milden völkerschonenden Zepters! . . . Das Ausland mag sehen, wie treu an
seinem Monarchen Böhmen hängt—und wie innig ein
glückliches Volk die Vorteile seiner Verfassung und den
Wert seines Regenten empfindet und erkennt.13

Postcard of Sadská, Niemetschek’s hometown, in 1914
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Niemetschek continued to use the concept of Bohemian devotion to an important figure in the Mozart biography, but
he transferred the focus from an emperor to a composer. The
article also describes the festivities in Prague’s Týn Church,
including a Latin speech by the university chancellor Aegidius Chladek, in which he called Franz II “a new Titus but
one who does not have the weaknesses of the original” (ein
anderer Titus, ohne seine Schwächen zu haben).14 The link
between Franz II and Roman emperor Titus that Niemetschek mentions in his description of the speech suggests
that the strong preference for Mozart’s La clemenza di Tito in
the 1798 biography may have had a political subtext—the final opera Mozart wrote for Prague may have been associated
not only with the Bohemian adoration of Leopold II but also
his successor, Franz. Four years later, on February 12, 1798,
La clemenza di Tito was in fact performed by the company of
Domenico Guardasoni to celebrate Franz’s thirtieth birthday.
Niemetschek also pays attention to his own song (“Volkslied”), which was presented at the festivity with Süßmayr’s
music and repeated at the musical academy organized on the
same day in the evening. About the reception of Süßmayr’s
musical setting, Niemetschek writes:
The song was fully effective; it is simple and singable, and
it was festive when all the people joined in the chorus after
each strophe!
Dieß Lied machte vollkommenen Effekt; es ist einfach und
sehr sangbar, und feierlich war’s, wenn das ganze Volk in
den Chor nach jeder Strophe miteinstimmte!15
According to Niemetschek, furthermore, the enthusiastic
reception of the song reflected Bohemians’ love for their
emperor. But the enthusiasm was also directed at Süßmayr,
about whom Niemetschek adds:
This aspiring composer, whom we in Prague highly appreciate simply because he had the luck to learn from
the immortal and irreplaceable Mozart, and because
his compositions show that he studied with this great
man, has completely captured the audience with the
setting of the song.
Dieser angehende Tonsetzer, der bei uns vorzüglich in
Prag bloß darum geschätzt ward, weil er von dem unsterblichen und unersetzlichen Mozart zu lernen das
Glück hatte, und aus seinen Kompositionen der Schüler dieses großen Mannes hervorblickt, hat durch die
Setzung des Liedes das Publikum ganz für sich eingenommen.16
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Following the description of the celebratory day, Niemetschek presents the full text of his song, and an insert with the
piano reduction of Süßmayr’s setting follows (appendix 2).17
Süßmayr’s musical setting of Niemetschek’s text helped
make Süßmayr a celebrity in Prague, and on February 24,
he was honored by the university chancellor in a speech and
received a golden box.18 In the speech, the chancellor praised
Süßmayr’s ability to glorify the emperor and prophesized a
great future for him as a second Mozart:
Valued friend and worthy student of the great Salieri and
the unforgettable Mozart! You have a large share in the
honor that the local university earned when, out of the
deepest reverence for our monarch, we celebrated the glorious birthday of His Majesty, our most gracious emperor
and hereditary king. Your beautiful and enchanting music
enflamed our hearts even more with love for our beloved
monarch, and, since you provided a new impetus for our
devotion, the sweet tones of your pleasant and soothing
melody also refreshed our ears. . . . Continue to use your
great talent in the future to honor God, to glorify the illustrious name of our great Franz, so beloved by his people, and if you ever have the fortune to equal your famous
master, the immortal Mozart—and we expect no less from
your diligence and ability—don’t forget about the Bohemians, a nation that is so adorable and famous because
of their devotion to their monarch, their numerous good
actions taken on various occasions, and particularly because of their inborn aptitude for music, that, I say, it was
particularly the Bohemians who knew how to appreciate
your talent.
Werther Freund und würdiger Schüler eines großen Salieri und des unvergesslichen Mozarts! An der Ehre, die sich
die hiesige hohe Schule erwarb, als sie von tiefster Ehrfurcht gegen ihren Monarchen beseelt, das glorreiche Geburtsfest Sr. Majestät unsers allergnädigsten Kaisers und
Erbkönigs feierte, haben auch Sie einen großen Anteil.
Durch ihre schöne und hinreißende Musik entflammten
Sie unsere Herzen noch mehr zur Liebe gegen unsern angebeteten Monarchen, und da Sie auch unserer Andacht
einen neuen Schwung gaben, so erquickten Sie zugleich
unsere Ohren durch die süßen Töne ihrer angenehmen
und rührenden Melodie. . . . Gebrauchen Sie auch fernerhin ihr großes Talent jederzeit zu Ehre Gottes, und zur
Verherrlichung des glorreichen Namens unsers großen
und von seinem Volk so geliebten Franzens, und wenn
Sie einmal das Glück haben sollten, ihren großen Meister, den unsterblichen Mozart zu erreichen, und was lässt
sich von ihrem Fleiße und ihrer Fähigkeit nicht erwar-

The Niemetschek family home in Sadská, now the town’s main grocery store

Plaque on the Niemetschek house commemorating Mozart’s supposed visit to Sadská in 1787

ten?—so vergessen Sie ja nicht, dass die Böhmen, diese so
verehrungswürdige, und wegen ihrer Ergebenheit gegen
ihren Monarchen, als auch wegen ihrer mannigfaltigen
in so verschiedenen Gelegenheiten geäußerten schönen
Handlungen, und vorzüglich wegen ihren angeborenen
Genie zur Musik so berühmte Nation, dass, sage ich, die
Böhmen vorzüglich es waren, die ihr Talent zu schätzen
gewusst haben.19

Because the report is signed “+++k,” many researchers assume that the critic was Niemetschek himself. This would
suggest that by late 1794 he became critical of Süßmayr despite collaborating with and praising him a few months earlier.22 He nevertheless continued to regard his contribution to
Süßmayr’s celebratory dynastic song with pride because he
had it performed in a Czech translation by the music society
in his native Sadská between 1818 and 1821.23
Süßmayr and Konstanze Mozart likely left Prague following the public events of February 1794. But, as a note from
the Prager neue Zeitung (April 9, 1794) explains, Konstanze,
following a suggestion from Gottfried van Swieten, left her
eldest son Karl in the care of her Prague friends. According
to the same note, Guardasoni’s Italian company wanted to
present Karl in the role of an oracular child in a performance
of Salieri’s Axur, re d’Ormus to boost attendance; but Karl’s
public appearance was eventually cancelled out of concerns
about his moral development. It is possible that the concerned author of the note in the Prager neue Zeitung was
Niemetschek himself, with whom Karl was staying and who
became responsible for his education.
After Karl’s operatic debut had been called off, Niemetschek took him to Sadská for the Easter holidays. This trip
is described in Niemetschek’s letter to Schnell from April
19, 1794. The letter suggests that this was Karl’s first trip to
Sadská—he visited the town frequently in the following years,
as he himself remembered in his 1856 letter to Adolf Popelka,
owner of the Bertramka estate. Karl’s visits to Sadská may
have initiated the rumors that Mozart himself came to the
town.24 Niemetschek observes that Karl was fascinated by
the livestock he encountered in the countryside and enjoyed
the honey-covered “Judas bread” (jidáše), a traditional Bohe-

The speech suggests that at least some members of Prague’s
intellectual circles hoped Süßmayr would become a new musical superstar, and subsequently Prague would be associated with the recognition of yet another musical genius prior
to other cities.
Süßmayr also had two operas performed in Prague in
1794: Il musulmano in Napoli and L’incanto superato.20 But
Prague’s audience’s enthusiasm for Süßmayr soon cooled,
and the Bohemian reporter for the Allgemeines europäisches
Journal wrote in a report dated December 1794:
In general, no opera has been successful in the proper
sense since the existence of Mozart’s works; this was also
the case with the two [operas] by the Viennese composer
Hr. Süßmayr, who grumbles against his true teacher Mozart while copying from him.
Im Grunde hat keine Oper, seit Mozartische existieren, im
eigentlichen Sinn des Wortes, ihr Glück gemacht; selbst
die zwei von dem Wiener Kompositeur Hrn. Siessmeyer
[sic] nicht ausgenommen, der auf seinen wahren Lehrer
Mozart schimpft, ihn aber doch abschreibt.21
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mian Easter pastry supplied by Schnell for the trip. Niemetschek’s letter shows, moreover, how close the biographer and
his future wife were with Josepha Duschek. The reference to
Duschek as an honorable, sympathetic friend, and a confidant for the two young lovers is significant because it somewhat contradicts Niemetschek’s 1828 sketch about his wife:
as Brauneis points out, the sketch suggests that the elderly
Niemetschek thought Duschek and her circle had the potential to spoil Schnell’s moral and religious character.25
Two more essays from 1794 illustrate Niemetschek’s views
of the social, cultural, and political situation in late eighteenth-century Bohemia. The first of these, also published
in Für Böhmen von Böhmen, is a biography of the Central
Bohemian farmer Franz Wawak (František Vavák), councilor and chronicler from Milčice (Miltschitz), a neighboring village to Sadská. The article illustrates Niemetschek’s
interest in biographical writing in the period leading to the
1798 Mozart biography. The article shows that although he
mainly frequented the intellectual and German-speaking
circles in Prague, he was also in close contact with the exclusively Czech-speaking rural working class of Bohemia.
He claims that Wawak did not speak any language besides
Czech, learned to read and write although he could not attend school, loved Bohemian history, and studied everything
that was written about it “in our mother tongue” (in unserer
Muttersprache).26 Niemetschek also demonstrates both his
own appreciation for proper Czech language and a cool attitude toward contemporaneous Czech literature:27
[Wawak] writes and speaks the purest Czech, which seems
to have originated in the period of Rudolph II and which
to a large extent surpasses the present-day Czech, with its
German-derived mannerisms, of our newer authors in
strength and simplicity.
[Wawak] schreibt und spricht das reinste Böhmisch, welches aus Rudolphs II. Zeitlater zu sein scheint, und das jetzige nach der deutschen Sprache geschraubte Böhmisch
unserer neuern Autoren in hohem Grade an Kraft und
Simplizität übertrifft.
In another passage, Niemetschek reflects on his own pleasure
in conversing with Wawak in Czech:
He speaks his language as well as he writes and thinks in it;
it is a true joy to talk to him, and thus he immediately wins
over any heart that can judge human character.
Er redet seine Sprache eben so gut, als er schreibt und
denkt; es ist ein wahres Vergnügen sich mit ihm zu unter-
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halten, daher nimmt er auch gleich Herz, das Menschenwert kennt, für sich ein.28
In several footnotes, Niemetschek also expresses enthusiasm
for the early stirrings of Czech national thought. Expanding
on his points about Wawak’s ability to speak good Czech, for
example, Niemetschek praises Franz Martin Pelzel (František Martin Pelcl), the first professor of Czech language and
literature at the Prague University:29
Every Czech should be very pleased about the classical
style of writing and speaking in the History of Bohemia,
which Fr. Pelzel is publishing in our mother tongue.
Jeder Böhme muss sich über die klassische Schreibart und
Sprache in der Geschichte Böhmens, die Fr. Pelzel in unserer Muttersprache herausgibt, sehr freuen.
Niemetschek was also aware that Czech national thought was
not viewed positively by the central government in Vienna,
as is clear from his observation that Wawak was discouraged
by his friends from petitioning Emperor Franz to support the
use of the Czech language:
[Wawak] is enthusiastically devoted to his fatherland and
his mother tongue; he still continues to flatter himself
with the hope that their glory will be revived again. To
contribute to this revival, he wanted to hand a petition
to Emperor Franz II . . . in which he asked, in the name
of all Czechs, for the support and dissemination of the
Czech language. But he gave up, following the advice of
his friends, who were more familiar with matters of state.
Für sein Vaterland und seine Muttersprache ist [Wawak]
enthusiastisch eingenommen; er schmeichelt sich immer
noch mit der Hoffnung, dass ihr Glanz wieder aufleben
würde. Um dazu mitzuwirken, wollte er dem K. Franz II.
. . . eine Bittschrift überreichen, worin er im Namen aller Böhmen um die Unterstützung und Verbreitung der
böhmischen Sprache bat. Aber auf den Rat seiner mit den
Staatsverhältnissen besser bekannten Freunde, unterließ
er es.30
It may have been the disinclination of Austrian state authorities to support the Czech national movement, together
with Niemetschek’s lack of enthusiasm for recent Czech literature, that contributed to his decision to avoid any explicit
links between Bohemian patriotism and Czechness in his
Mozart biography. At the same time, perhaps he expected
that the Mozart biography would be read by a wider audience

than the patriotic circles in Prague and therefore subscribed
to a more ambiguous, partially German-oriented position.
The Wawak biography of 1794 shows, nevertheless, that attempts of numerous Mozart scholars to paint Niemetschek
as a German intellectual are simplistic and disregard the
complex and fluid conceptualizations of national and ethnic
identities in eighteenth-century Bohemia.31
The complex identity politics is also illustrated in the relatively unknown essay “Züge aus der Geschichte der Wissenschaften und des Geschmackes in Böhmen” from 1794.
Here Niemetschek both expresses his pride at the glorious
history of specifically Czech culture in Bohemia and claims
that Bohemia’s future lies in the German cultural and linguistic realm. He asserts that Czech culture reached its heyday during the reign of Emperor Rudolph II in the sixteenth
century. The great flowering of Czech culture was cut short
by the defeat of the Bohemian anti-Habsburg uprising in the
battle of the White Mountain in 1620 and the Thirty Years’
War. As a result, the population of Bohemia transformed radically:
German settlers, who occupied the depopulated land, foreign gentlemen from Spain, Italy, and the Netherlands, on
whom countless confiscated estates of the revolutionaries
were bestowed, uprooted all remnants of the Bohemian
uniqueness in mentality and morals. German replaced
Czech as the language used in communication and in
courts—so that in the present, pure Czech is spoken only
in the districts of Kouřim, Beroun, Čáslav, and Rakovník;
in many other districts, particularly the most populous
ones, everyone speaks German—in the majority of districts more than half of the population; so that one half of
Bohemians can justifiably be counted among those who
do not understand Czech.
Deutsche Ansiedler, die das entvölkerte Land besetzten, fremde Cavaliere aus Spanien, Italien und den Niederlanden, denen die zahllosen eingezogenen Güter der
Empörer zu Teil wurden, tilgten jeden Rest böhmischer
Eigentümlichkeit in Denkungsart und Sitten aus. An die
Stelle der vaterländischen Sprache, im Umgange und bei
den Gerichtsstellen, kam die deutsche—so, dass jetzt, außer dem Kauržimer, Berauner, Czaslauer und Rakonitzer
Kreise, in keinem andern ganz ungemischt die böhmische
Sprache geredet wird; in vielen und gerade den volkreichsten, ist Alles deutsch—in den meisten mehr als die Hälfte;
so, dass man füglich die Hälfte der Böhmen rechnen kann,
die nicht böhmisch verstehen.

The cataclysms of the mid-seventeenth century also affected the Bohemian school system, which abandoned the
previous focus on reading, writing, and quantitative skills
and focused solely on music to facilitate Catholic services.
Unlike many later Bohemian writers, Niemetschek views the
great flowering of musical practices in eighteenth-century
Bohemia with misgivings and connects it to the social and
cultural misery of the general population:
Only music gained in this tasteless and unartistic period
because it was introduced in church services. This state of
affairs contributed everything to the formation and development of our nation’s musical genius. But in the absence
of any national vivacity, this sweet art remained for a long
time merely a craft without feeling and spirit; it was practiced thoroughly but mechanically.
Die einzige Musik gewann in diesem geschmack- und
kunstlosen Zeitraume, weil sie bei dem Gottesdienste eingeführt wurde. Diese Einrichtung trug zur Bildung
und Entwicklung des musikalischen Genius bei unserer
Nation alles bei. Aber bei einem gänzlichen Mangel an
Schwung der Nation blieb auch diese süße Kunst lange
Zeit nur Handwerk ohne Gefühl und Geist, und wurde
zwar gründlich, aber mechanisch betrieben.
Towards the end of the essay, Niemetschek claims that literate culture in Czech is dead, no attempts at reviving it can
help, and the future of Bohemia is connected to the use of
German as the official language:
Only a few can still speak Czech well—even fewer can
write it well—and the language is completely banned
from societies of culture and good manners. In our days,
we have seen some spoken plays in Czech and received
many [Czech] translations of novels. But none of these are
worth mentioning, in fact they further contribute to the
complete downfall of the Czech language; because both
are mere monetary speculations! Our language is done
for; it will always decline and become more insignificant;
because it is limited to a tiny piece of land, and a small part
of a single nation. In addition, we are bound too closely
and too tightly to Germany and belong to a state that uses
German as the official language.
Es gibt nur noch wenige, die sie gut sprechen—noch weniger, die sie gut schreiben—und aus den Gesellschaften
von Kultur oder gutem Tone, ist sie ganz verbannt. Wir
haben zwar in unsern Tagen sogar böhmische Schauspiele
gesehen, und Romanenübersetzungen in Menge erhalten.
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A 1931 view of Sadská, with the St. Apollinaire Church on the hill.
Photo from the collection of Přemysl Veverka, courtesy of Zdenka
Hamerová, director of the Cultural and Information Center in
Sadská.

Aerial view of Sadská, with the Niemetschek house at the lower left.
Photo by Jaroslav Bahník, courtesy of Zdenka Hamerová, director
of the Cultural and Information Center in Sadská.

Aber beides ist keiner Erwähnung wert, ja dient zum gänzlichen Verderben derselben; denn beides ist nur Geldspekulation! Um unsere Sprache ist es einmal geschehen; sie
muss immer abnehmen und unbeträchtlicher werden;
weil sie auf einen zu unbedeutenden Erdfleck, und einen zu kleinen Teil eines einzigen Volkes beschränkt ist.
Überdiess stehen wir mit Deutschland in zu naher und zu
enger Verbindung, und gehören zu einem Staate dessen
Geschäftssprache die Deutsche ist.32

both considered himself a Bohemian of Czech background
and viewed Bohemia as part of the German lands. Because
the concept of an eighteenth-century Bohemian identity is
fluid and ambiguous, I believe that Niemetschek and his urban, educated contemporaries should not be called Czechs
or Germans but Bohemians, and their patriotic sentiments
should not be understood as linked to an ethnic group but to
the historical region of Bohemia in general.
Niemetschek’s letter and essays from 1794 shed new light
on the formative years of Mozart’s biographer. Soon after
his relocation to Prague, he was clearly in close contact with
the Mozart circle, writing a patriotic text for Süßmayr, engaging in intimate conversations with Josepha Duschek and her
friend Schnell, and welcoming Karl Mozart to his family both
in Prague and in rural Bohemia. The documents also emphasize his intense emotional connection both to his native
region and to different groups that inhabited it, whether the
predominantly Czech-speaking lower classes, represented
by Wawak, or the predominantly German-speaking urban
classes, including Duschek and Schnell. It is the devotion to
both Bohemia and Mozart and his family that represents the
ideological core of Niemetschek’s 1798 biography.

Niemetschek’s doubts about the viability of Czech culture, his
critical view of Bohemian musicianship, and his complicated
relationship to Czechness have been downplayed by several
Czech scholars. In a 1966 essay, Tomislav Volek writes that although Niemetschek’s “devotion to the needs of his own nation loosened” under the influence of German intellectuals
at Prague’s University, especially Karl Heinrich Seibt, he still
expressed sadness about the fate of the Czechs following the
White Mountain.33 Petr Vít further simplified Niemetschek’s
views of national identity in the 1794 essay by claiming that
it “shows a clear national sentiment marked by an accentuated and fervent absorption in the Czech national question.”34
Nevertheless, the 1794 essay clearly shows that Niemetschek
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Appendix 1
Niemetschek’s letter to Therese Schnell. Berlin, Staatsbibliothek,
Musikabteilung, Mus.ep. Niemeczek, F.X. 4.
Sadska. Den 19. April 1794.

Sadská. April 19, 1794.

Liebe Therese!

Dear Therese!

Nie ist mir das Worthalten und Briefschreiben angenehmer
geworden, als heute, da ich aus den Mauern zwischen welchen ich mein Leben erhielt, an Dich schreibe, die mir dieses
Leben werth machst!

Keeping a promise and writing a letter has never been more
pleasant than today, when I write to you from within the
walls where my life began, the life that is worth so much more
because of you.

Mein erster Gedanke als ich aufwachte, warst du, so wie ehe
ich einschlief, du mein letzter Gedanke warst. Wie viel tausendmal ich seit den 24 Stunden, seit welchen ich Dich nicht
sah, an dich dachte, in Gedanken bei dir war—das kann ich
so eigentlich nicht bestimmen und nicht zählen. Stell dir nur
die Größe meiner Liebe für dich recht lebhaft vor—und du
wirst es wissen! Meine Reise war recht geschwind und glücklich, denn ich war schon um 6 Uhr abends zu Hause. Auf
dem Wege wird deiner recht oft erinnert, so oft nemlich ein
Stück des gehonigten Judas Mozarts Appetit verzehrte. Er hat
sich hier und auf der Reise sehr gut betragen, und hier ist
er ganz Vergnügen; besonders aber ziehen die Bienenstöcke
und Lämmer seine ganze Aufmerksamkeit an sich; es gefällt
ihm ungemein auf dem Lande. Mir ist es recht lieb, daß ich
ihn mithabe, denn sonst würde ich unerträglich Langeweile
haben. Obschon ich die herzlichste Aufnahme und die zärtlichste Liebe von meinen guten alten Eltern genüße [sic], so
bin ich doch zertheilt; ich bin nicht ganz hier. Meine Sehnsucht ist daher unaussprechlich groß nach Prag—oder eigentlich zu reden, nach meiner guten Therese!!

The first thought I had when I woke up was of you, as was
the last thought when I was falling asleep. In the twenty-four
hours since our separation, I have thought about you thousands of times, I was with you in my thoughts—I cannot decide or count the number of times I have thought of you. If
you vividly imagine the intensity of my love for you—you will
understand! My journey was quick and happy, I was home
already at 6 PM. On the road, we often thought about you,
as often as a piece of the honey-covered Judas cake tempted
Mozart’s appetite. He has been behaving well here and during
the trip, and he is very happy here; in particular, he is drawn
to the beehives and the lambs; he enjoys the countryside
enormously. I am happy to have him with me, otherwise I
would be utterly bored. Although I enjoy complete attention
and heartfelt love from my good old parents, I am torn; I am
not altogether here. My longing for Prague—or, to be more
precise, for my good Therese—is indescribably great!!

Wie ist es dir seit Freytag gegangen? Daß du auch fleißig
an mich gedacht hast, das wünsche, das hoffe ich. Ich hoffe
auch daß du sonst Ruhe hast, und daß man diese Gelegenheit nicht benützt dich von neuem auf die Tortur zu spannen. Diese Furcht ist es vorzüglich, die mir, wenn auch sonst
die Trennung von dir nicht unangenehm sein könnte, meine
Abreise so verbittert, und ich brenne von Begier zu erfahren,
wie es dir ging. Was mich noch unruhiger macht ist der Brief
von der J. O. Duschek, in welchen [sic] ein Einschluß an S:
war, und ich daher vermute, daß sie noch nicht zur erwarteten Zeit kommen würde! Mir schreibt sie nichts. Nicht etwa
darum, daß ich mich fürchtete, du würdest wanken—aber
weil es mein Herz belastet, wenn ich denke, es sei möglich,
daß du meinetwegen liebest!

How have you been since Friday? I hope, I wish, that you
have been thinking of me a lot. I also hope that you have been
able to rest, and that no one has used this time to torture you
again. It was predominantly this worry that embittered my
departure, although the separation from you was unpleasant
enough, and I am eager to learn how you have been. What
makes me even more worried is the letter from J. O. Duschek,
which contained an appendix for S:, and I assume that she
will arrive later than expected! To me, she did not write anything. It is not because I am worried that you will falter—but
because it bothers me to think it is likely that you are in love
on my behalf!
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Ich verschwöre dich, meine Beste! Daß ich jetzt durch deine
Liebe so glücklich würde, als es nur Menschen möglich ist—
wäre diese Unruhe, und der Schmerz No: [?] nicht! Wir haben aber schon so vieles überstanden, vielleicht ändert sich
auch dieses noch zum Vortheile?—

I swear to you, my dearest, that thanks to your love I would
become as happy as is humanly possible—if it were not for
this unease, this pain! But we have overcome so much together, perhaps everything will change to our advantage?

Sollte unsere so edle, teilnehmende Freundin Duschek schon
zurück sein—so sage ihr in meinem Namen alles, was ich
ihr sagen könnte; es ist ohnehin alles eins, ob ich’s sage, oder
du, da wir gleiche Empfindungen, gleiche Gesinnungen haben; da unsere Herzen eins sind! Ich versichre dich, daß ich
von Ihrer uneigennützigen Theilnahme an unsere beyder
Schicksale, besonders von dem Wunsche, daß das geschehen möchte, was gegenwärtig geschah, so gerührt bin, als ich
dir‘s nicht beschreiben kann. Sie muß dich sehr lieb haben;
und da sie so sehr gewünscht hat, dich in meinem Herzen
und meiner Hand zu wissen; so könnte mich dieß wenig eitel
machen, wenn ich mich nicht zu gut kennte, und zur Eitelkeit gereizt wäre. Aber das kann ich doch sagen, daß ich dieß
Vertrauen rechtfertigen will, dass ich mich bemühen werde,
jeden deiner Tage so angenehm zu machen, als es in meiner
Macht steht; der Liebe ist fast nichts unmöglich—und diese
hast du wahrhaft und in dem höchsten Grade!

If our generous, sympathetic friend Duschek is back—tell her
in my name everything that I could tell her. It does not matter whether she finds out from me or you, since we share the
same feelings and minds, since our hearts are one! I assure
you that I am so touched by her caring interest in our fate,
particularly by her wish that what actually happened would
come to pass, that I cannot even describe it. She must like you
very much; and since she wished so much that I receive your
heart and hand; it could make me a little vain, if I did not
know myself better and could be incited to vanity. But I can
still tell you that I want to honor this trust, that I will strive
to make every day as pleasant for you as will be in my power;
nearly everything is possible for those who are in love—and
I declare this with truthfulness and to the greatest degree.

Wie geht es deiner Mutter? Grüß sie, so wie die gute Nanny,
und die Kerhische [?].

How is your mother? Give her my greetings, as well as to the
dear Nanny, and the Kerhische [?].

Mein Bruder, dem ich alles erzählte, und der ein vernünftiger
Mensch ist, nimmt ohnehin viel Antheil, und grüßt dich aufs
beste.

My brother, to whom I have told everything, and who is a
reasonable person, has great sympathy, and sends his best
greetings.

Da ich dir im Briefe nichts von mir senden kann, so nimm
hier ein Blümchen aus einem Kranze, den mir mein Karl in
unserm Garten aus Naturblumen gewunden und eben jetzt
gebracht hat.

Since I cannot send any part of myself in a letter, accept this
flower from a wreath that Karl made from some flowers in
our garden, and that he has just brought in.

Ich küsse dich auf das zärtlichste—tausendmal in Gedanken,
und bin ganz und gerne ganz dein Niemetschek.

I kiss you most gently—you are in my thoughts a thousand
times, and I am completely and happily your Niemetschek.

Karl küßt die Hand.

Karl kisses your hand.
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Appendix 2
“Tag der Wonne, Tag des Jubels,” a song for the birthday of Emperor Franz II, with words by Franx Xaver Niemetschek and
music by Franz Xaver Süßmayr, sung in Prague on 12 February 1794. Piano-vocal score published as an insert in
Für Böhmen von Böhmen.
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Joint Conference of the Mozart Society of America and Society for Eighteenth-Century Music
in Salzburg, 26–29 May 2022: Tentative Program

Thursday, May 26

2–5 p.m.
Optional: Tour Mozart Museums

7:30 p.m.
Concert by the Javus Quartet in Mozart Residence, Tanzmeistersaal https://mozarteum.at/en/concerts/?event=classic-pure-7-javus-quartett2022_05_26- 19_30_00#info
9 p.m.
Opening Reception
Friday, May 27
Bus trip to Munich with stops at Schloss Nymphenburg and
the Cuvilliés Theater. Dinner in Freilassing on way back to
Salzburg
Saturday, May 28

2–4 p.m.
Session 2. Church Music in Salzburg
Sarah Eyerly, Chair
John A. Rice. Pietas Christiana (Salzburg, 1770): A Latin Play
with Music by Michael Haydn
Erick Arenas. Quotations and Vestiges of Gregorian Chant in
the Masses of Mozart and Michael Haydn
Michael E. Ruhling. Sacred and Theatrical Style, and Consequent Performance Considerations in Michael Haydn’s Requiem, MH155
Amy K. Holbrook. Motto Technique in Mozart’s Church Music of 1774
4–4:30 p.m. Break

9:30–11 a.m.
Paper Session 1: Mozart in Salzburg

4:30–5:30 p.m.
Lecture-Performance

Kathryn Libin, Chair

Karina Zybina. L’oca del . . . Salisburgo? Mozart’s Opera Fragment (1783–84) and Its Salzburg Reconstruction (1936)

Walter Kurt Kreyszig. “nam nihil est intellectu, quod non
prius fuit in sensu”: Leopold Mozart’s Versuch einer gründlichen Violinschule (Augsburg, 1756) as a Reflection of Musical
Humanism in Eighteenth-Century Salzburg
Anthony Abouhamad. Playing the partitura: Mozart as Organ Accompanist
James S. MacKay. A Lesson from Fux: Species Counterpoint
and Fugal Technique in Three String Quartet Finales of Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart (K. 168, 173, 387)
11–11:30 a.m. Coffee break
11:30–12:30 p.m. Session 1 (continued)

6:30 p.m. Dinner
Sunday, May 29
Morning: option to attend services at the Cathedral or another church in Salzburg or walking tour through Mozart’s
Salzburg
Lunch on your own
1–2:30 p.m.
Session 3: Salzburg and Mozart Reception
Simon Keefe, Chair

Ulrich Leisinger. The cassatio in Mozart’s Salzburg

Adeline Mueller. Elegy for Maria Anna Meindl: Black Europeans in Salzburg in the Time of Mozart

Laurel Zeiss. Il sogno di Scipione: One Dream, Two Archbishops, Four Interpreters

Martin Nedbal. Prague vs. Salzburg: Patriotism, Isolationism, and the Bohemian Mozart-Denkmal in the 1830s

12:30–2 p.m. Lunch

Katharina Clausius. Popularity, Populism, and Politics: Mozart and Republican Salzburg
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2:30–3 p.m. Break
3–5 p.m.
Session 4: Mozart and Opera
Daniel R. Melamed, Chair
Steven N. Machtinger. Vestiges of Plague Literature in Mozart’s Idomeneo

Magnus Tessing Schneider. Dramatic Profiles of Mozart’s
Singers: Dorothea Wendling, Mattia Verazi and Mozart’s Ilia
Mítia D’Acol. Constructing Pamina’s “Ach ich fühl’s” as a Siciliana Lament
Miguel Arango Calle. Sets, Settings, and Stage Décor in Die
Zauberflöte and Contemporary Magical Operas

Meeting of Mozart Communities
For the second year in a row, Salzburg’s Mozartwoche Festival succumbed to the COVID pandemic, and so the Mozart Communities meeting, scheduled for Friday, 28 January
2022, had to be held via Zoom. I was honored to represent
the Mozart Society of America, and I reported on our 25th
anniversary last year, celebrated with an online toast led by
founding president Isabelle Emerson and the annual business meeting and study session held on 4 December also via
Zoom. I was also able to invite the participating members to
attend the joint MSA-SECM conference at Salzburg this May.
(Further information is provided on p. 1 of the current issue.)
The meeting began with a report by Ulrich Leisinger on
the New Köchel catalogue, which is scheduled to be published by Breitkopf & Härtel by the end of this year. Neal Zaslaw, founding and honorary member of MSA, prepared the
new work catalogue in English, and Leisinger has translated
it into German. We also heard about the ongoing renovations
of the Great Hall and Foyer in the Mozarteum, which should
be completed this fall. Individuals and organizations are encouraged to make donations to help complete this work.
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There were reports by Mozart societies from around the
world, including Mozarteum Hellas (based in Athens); the
Mozart Society of China (founded two years ago); the Mozart Society of Saxony (founded in 1991, based in Chemnitz);
the Italian Mozart Association (founded in 1991); the Mozart
Society of Naples and Sicily (founded in 2018); the Deutsche
Mozart Gesellschaft (founded in 1951 as an umbrella society
for Mozart societies in Germany); and the Mozart Society
of Japan (founded in 1982). Many of these Mozart societies
sponsor concerts or festivals, and most are using social media
to publicize their activities.
Although I had hoped to hear a couple of concerts at
Mozartwoche and meet some of the members of Mozart
Communities in Salzburg, the Zoom meeting worked well
to exchange information. It is good that MSA belongs to an
international group devoted to disseminating research and
performances on Mozart and his music. Perhaps next January the Mozart Communities will be able to meet in person
again.
— Paul Corneilson

Book Review

Adeline Mueller. Mozart and the Mediation of Childhood. Chicago and
London: The University of Chicago
Press, 2021.
In her Mozart and the Mediation of
Childhood, Adeline Mueller links Mozart to a myriad of dimensions associated with childhood in the Austrian
Enlightenment. Mueller emphasizes
this point early in her study, calling
Mozart a “pivotal figure in the history
of childhood” (3). The linkage worked
both ways, however: Mozart influenced
various dimensions of the society
around him, but those forces affected
him as well. More colloquially, Mueller observes: “He may have surfed the
waves, but he was also carried along by
the tide” (3).
While Mueller divides her study—
the result of many years of labor—into
six chapters, she grouped those chapters
into two broad areas of focus. The first
three chapters look outward into the
public realm surrounding Mozart, examining state policies and institutions
as well as commercial enterprises. The
latter three chapters then turn inward,
looking at vocal and instrumental music as well as the perceptions (and marketing) of Mozart and his music over

time. Each chapter addresses a central
theme, although Mueller notes that
the boundaries between the themes
are fluid. Mueller finds that certain
threads re-emerge at various points
across chapters. In essence, throughout
the text, she weaves an interconnected
web between the youthful Mozart and
the increasingly youth-focused world
around him.
Chapter 1, “Precocious in Print,”
centers on the theme of “reason,” and
Mueller demonstrates that Mozart’s
precocious achievements (especially
as demonstrated via his printed music)
were a direct force in contemporary
re-evaluations of children’s minimum
age of reason, long held to be around
seven years of age. Although audiences
had previously marveled at Mozart’s
performance abilities, the publication of
his accompanied sonatas for keyboard
and violin (Opp. 1–4) offered a lasting,
tangible illustration of his talent (or
“natural genius”), and thus led to a reassessment of the age at which children
could exercise independent judgment.
Mueller reveals a direct ramification of
that fame in a 1765 legal case that wound
its way through the Habsburg court,
determining the “earliest age at which
Jewish children should be allowed to
be baptized.” The court cited “certain
children, born at Salzburg, [who] were
conducted round the world at the age
of 7, so experienced in music as even to
compose, which calls for more than a
iudicium discretivum.” This clear reference to Mozart and his sister prompted
the monarch Maria Theresa to rule that
although the legal minimum would remain at age seven, it would be permissible to baptize even younger Jewish
children if an investigation determined
that they possessed the “necessary light
of reason” (33). When Emperor Joseph
sought to reverse his mother’s ruling in
1781 (raising the minimum age to eighteen), the Chancery Court again cited
the Mozart family, now arguing that

compositional skill was not equivalent
to discretionary judgment.
“Music, Philanthropy, and the Industrious Child” (chapter 2) opens with
an account from Mozart’s father Leopold regarding the contemporary debate over the efficacy of smallpox inoculation, driven by the empress’s efforts
to protect not only her own offspring
but other Austrian children. Her inoculation campaign was just one dimension of a greater surge of child welfare
initiatives. Three of these had direct
connections to Mozart: for instance, he
was featured as composer and conductor of music for a church consecration
ceremony at Vienna’s Waisenhaus, or
orphanage—an event chronicled well
into the nineteenth century. When
the Taubstummeninstitut—a facility
for children with hearing or speech
impairment—published a periodical
for juveniles (“Pleasant and Instructive Pursuits for Children in their Free
Time”), Mozart contributed two Lieder.
Similarly, he gave the Prague Normalschule (a teacher-training institute) two
hymns for a songbook to be used in the
school, while another school set new
words to his aria “Se vuol ballare” from
Le nozze di Figaro, K. 492. In all these
institutions, a conscious campaign was
underway to indoctrinate students in
civic virtues, especially the value of “industriousness.” Educators had noted
that the pupils performed their tasks
more willingly while singing, and the
texts of the songs espoused more or less
subtle propaganda about disciplined
free time, the need to work, and for
moral education.
The third chapter, “Acting Like Children,” turns to the theme of “virtue,”
studying theater’s role in the susceptibility of children to moral suggestion.
Here, Mueller focuses on Schuldramen
(school dramas) and Kindertruppen
(traveling troupes of child actors). A
1767 end-of-term school production
featured Mozart’s Apollo et Hyacinthus,
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K. 38 (his first staged opera), while the
renowned Berner troupe’s presentations of Bastien and Das Serail may
have inspired Mozart’s own Singspielen
Bastien und Bastienne, K. 50, and the
incomplete Zaide, K. 344. These productions placed Mozart directly in the
center of the ongoing debate about
what was suitable for child performers:
for instance, should they play immoral
characters, or enact sordid situations?
Some argued for, others against such
realism, and there were also concerns
about behind-the-scenes mistreatment
and abuse of the young actors by their
impresarios. A third dimension was a
disdain for travelling performers who
went “about the world like beggars”
(103)—a snobbery that is revealed to
have been costly to the Mozarts as well.
In chapter 4, “Kinderlieder and the
Work of Play,” Mueller examines the
rise of new publications targeted specifically at children, not in institutional
settings but rather for domestic use,
noting that most eighteenth-century
Austrians educated their children at
home. The surge of pedagogical periodicals included Kinderlieder (children’s
songs), which offered didactic guidance
as well as entertainment; these songs
“often figured play as a kind of work,
in the sense of rehearsing adult gender
roles around labor” (9). Young people
and their elders often alternated verses,
bridging the concerns of children with
those of adults, and Mozart composed
for such publications both early and late
in his career.
The interconnections between familial generations that characterized many
Kinderlieder continued to figure in various genres of instrumental music, the
focus of exploration in chapter 5: “Cadences of the Childlike.” Mueller posits
that when siblings, or parents and children, played together, the music could
“serve as both metaphor and training
ground for familial affection” (143). She
thus examines three works by Mozart
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that were intended for specific family
groupings: the Concerto for Three Keyboards, K. 242, written for a countess
and her two daughters; the Concerto
for Flute and Harp, K. 299, for a duke
to play with his daughter; and the Sonata for Four Hands, K. 521, initially
shared with one of Mozart’s own pupils, but published with a dedication to
two sisters. Mueller explores the social,
often dance-like interplay that unfolds
during these joint performances, which
also inculcate “values of harmony and
collaboration” (158).
The closing chapter, “Toying with
Mozart,” addresses the curious shift
in perception that took place during
the nineteenth century. The contemporary critics who had found Mozart’s
music to be artificial or inscrutable
were drowned out in time by those
who emphasized the delights of the
“Mozartian” style, identified as “naïve,
whimsical, and pleasing” (179)—in
short, as Mueller puts it, the chapter
examines “how Mozart became childfriendly” (9). This transformation to a
perception of Mozart as “childlike”—
the chapter’s theme—took place on
multiple fronts, such as in the framing
of Mozart’s biography by his survivors,
which soon found its way into collections targeted at young readers—often
as the sole representation of a musician.
Mozart’s compositions were featured in
pedagogical collections, and various
youth-oriented musical novelties not
by Mozart were frequently attributed
to him. Moreover, his earliest compositions were published, which, Mueller
argues, “helped smooth out Mozart’s
perceived eccentricities and make him
more accessible”—a shift that she believes “epitomizes Mozart’s legacy to the
modern child” (10).
The resulting tapestry of Mueller’s
narrative is rich and multifaceted. There
are only a small handful of possible criticisms of her broad-ranging exploration, such as the occasional reiteration

of identical information. For instance, a
discussion of the Berner Kindertruppe’s
likely influence on Mozart’s Bastien
und Bastienne appears on both pages
80 and 92; similarly, the performance
of “Or che il dover,” K. 36, for the anniversary of the archbishop’s consecration is noted on the same two pages. A
small muddle starts on page 74, when
we are told that Mozart contributed
two hymns to the second edition of a
German-language songbook, and that
the hymns were still present in the fifth
edition (the third and fourth editions
now being lost). In the next paragraph,
however, Mueller comments that “it is
uncertain whether Mozart’s songs first
appeared in the fifth edition or earlier”
(74–75). Mueller also launches into a
brief philosophical speculation that
playing Mozart’s youthful compositions allows the performer to take on
“the improvising boy’s persona” (22). To
support this not-entirely-persuasive argument, she cites Leopold Mozart’s and
C. P. E. Bach’s admonitions that a performer must seek to express the composer’s emotional intentions, which do
not seem to be quite the same thing as
embodying that composer. Still, Mueller does not belabor the point, and perhaps this aesthetic question merits further exploration.
Mueller has produced a scrupulously
documented and beautifully argued
study, full of surprises even to readers
who believed they knew Mozart fairly
well. It also upends much of what we
thought we knew about the Enlightenment and perceptions of children. She
connects us with the past in a myriad
of ways. Mueller’s aim is “to advance
a new understanding of the history
of childhood as a dynamic, lived, performed experience,” and her commendable success with that objective is to
be congratulated—dare we say, “Well
played!”?
— Alyson McLamore

